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As a small independent publisher, we were thrilled to achieve 
unprecedented success in 2020, winning and being shortlisted 
for some of the most prestigious children’s book prizes in the UK.

Our mission at Barrington Stoke is to publish inclusive, 
accessible books for children who are struggling to read. Every 
title on our list is edited and designed to counter the effects of 
language-processing issues, including dyslexia and visual stress. 
We are champions of literacy, encouraging reluctant readers and 
transforming lives.

But as well as being accessible, our books stand on their own 
merit as excellent novellas and short pieces of non-fiction. The 
recent incredible awards success achieved by our authors is 
testament to this and has broadened the way Barrington Stoke 
is viewed. Our books work for all readers – those who struggle 
and those who don’t – and we aim to offer a range that will 
allow everyone to find something that is just right for them.

We are excited to bring you our new titles for 2021 – there’s lots 
to look forward to!

Month: Oct | 9781781129579 | £6.99 | Picture Book 5+ | PB  
32pp | 263 x 253mm | BIC code: YBC;YFN | CBMC code: B3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Edinburgh

Nowhere to Call 
Home
Kate Milner
A gentle but important exploration of the 
growing problem of homelessness from the 
critically acclaimed and award-winning 
creator of My Name is Not Refugee and It’s a 
No-Money Day.

Mum can’t afford the rent any more, so she and her 
two young children have to move into a hostel while 
they wait their turn to get to the top of the housing 
list. Their new home throws up lots of challenges – 
they have to share a bathroom and the kitchen, and 
there is lots of noise at night. With no space to play 
or peace to do homework, tempers can fray, but 
as long as they have each other, they’ll find a way 
through.
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Praise for It’s a No-Money Day:

“Packs a real emotional and political punch” LOVEREADING4KIDS

“While the words are gentle, the message is fierce” iNEWS

“It will prompt discussion, empathy, understanding and, I hope, make a difference” THE LIBRARY 

LADY, BLOG

Kate Milner studied illustration at Central St Martin’s before completing an MA in Children’s Book Illustration 
at Anglia Ruskin University. Her work has been published in magazines, and her illustrations and prints have 
been shown in London galleries and national touring exhibitions. Kate won the V&A Illustration Award 2016 
and the Klaus Flugge Prize 2018 for My Name is Not Refugee. It’s a No-Money Day is currently longlisted for the 
Kate Greenaway Medal.

9781781128817

9781911370062 Picture Books | 3



Month: Apr | 9781781129517 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+ | Colour  
PB | 96pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFP;YFQ;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Somerset  
Illustrator location: Hertfordshire

Madam Squeaker
Pip Jones
With illustrations by Paula Bowles

A little mouse searches for the courage to 
save her home and make her squeak heard 
in this touching Little Gem from the award-
winning author of Izzy Gizmo. 

Crumbs on the counter, morsels on the floor – there 
should be plenty of food for Minetta the mouse to eat 
in Hollyhock House ...

But the Ruling Rats are running rampage every night, 
taking the best of everything for themselves. Minetta 
has decided that enough is enough – it’s time the rats 
learn to share. The trouble is, Minetta is so small and 
her voice just a squeak. How will she ever make them 
listen ...?

Praise for Pip Jones:

Winner of the Greenhouse Funny Prize

Shortlisted for the Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Prize

“Jones’s loping, engaging rhymes evoke inspiration” GUARDIAN

“Impressive and inspirational” CHILDREN’S BOOKS IRELAND

“Brilliant comic timing, a gift for dialogue” OBSERVER

Pip Jones worked for local and national magazines for 18 years before 
turning to writing children’s books. She is now the author of several 
bestselling books including the Greenhouse Funny Prize-winning Squishy 
McFluff and the Sainsbury’s Book Award shortlisted Izzy Gizmo.

LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

JAN/FEB

Month: Jan | 9781781129074 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 112pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFB;5AR 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World  
Author location: West Yorkshire | Illustrator location: London

Month: Feb | 9781781129418 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 80pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFQ;YFC;YFB;5AR 
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World  
Author location: Nottingham | Illustrator location: Cardiff

Albert Johnson and the 
Buns of Steel
Phil Earle
With illustrations by Steve May

A baking nightmare makes for slapstick comedy gold in 
this hilarious Little Gem from a bestselling author and 
illustrator team.

Albert’s dad needs help in the family bakery, but all his son can 
think about is sport. So he builds a machine like no other: the 
Doughmaster 5000. It seems to have solved all their problems, until 
one night, Dad’s miracle solution turns into a rampaging disaster. 
It’s up to Albert to fix the mess – but will his sporting skills save him 
now?

Nappy the Pirate Baby
Alan MacDonald
With illustrations by Elissa Elwick

A motley crew of pirates take to parenthood in this 
whimsical Little Gem from Alan MacDonald, author of the 
bestselling Dirty Bertie series.

Captain Sprat and his pirate crew love nothing more than lazing 
around on the deck of the Salty Herring. Until one day, a strange 
wailing noise shatters the peace.

Shiver me timbers! There’s a stowaway baby on board, and the crew 
decide they’re going to raise him like a proper pirate! But are they 
really up to the task of looking after a baby? And where exactly did 
Nappy come from?

9781781128503

9781781126844

APR

Little Gems | 54 | Little Gems



8–12 NON-FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly non-fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8–12 Non-Fiction | 7

Month: May | 9781781129500 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 88pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YFP;YFN;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Reading  
Illustrator location: South Wales

Month: Jun | 9781800900011 | £6.99 | Little Gems 5+  
Colour | PB | 80pp | 126 x 168mm | BIC code: YBD;YFS;YFQ  
CBMC code: B3N79 | Rights: World  
Author–illustrator location: Brighton

 

The Beach Puppy
Holly Webb
With illustrations by Ellie Snowdon

Worldwide bestseller Holly Webb makes her Barrington 
Stoke debut with a truly adorable sausage dog tale!

Ruby’s dad has arrived home with a wonderful surprise – Coco 
the sausage dog puppy! And when the family go on holiday to the 
seaside, of course Coco will be coming too. The beach is a thrilling 
place for a dog – so many sights, smells and holes to dig! Ruby and 
Coco can’t wait to spend the day splashing in the waves and playing 
in the sand. But disaster strikes when Coco disappears. Suddenly 
she’s lost and all alone on the huge, busy beach … Will she ever find 
her way back to Ruby?

Tea Party Parade
Nick Sharratt
Illustration superstar Nick Sharratt adds another bright 
and bold early reader to the bestselling Little Gems list.

Today’s the day – it’s the tea party parade! The kids are in their 
costumes and the teachers are marching too. Teacups are twirling, 
cake slices are spinning, and the big finale is going to be the best 
show of all! Join in with all the fun of the parade in Nick Sharratt’s 
beautiful new Little Gem. Bursting with lots of rhyme, rhythm and 
energy for little ones to enjoy, it’s the perfect book for a young 
reader’s first steps on the path to reading independence.

“What a lovely first reading book! ...  
Get yourself a copy” LOVEREADING4KIDS

9781781129388

LITTLE GEMS

First chapter books in colour by big-name authors and 
illustrators, with easy-read font, layouts and paper

MAY/JUN APR

9781781128275

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Stefano Tambellini | 9781781129661   
£6.99 | 8–12 Non-Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | B format  
BIC code: YNH;YNTR;YNTG;YN;5AR | CBMC code: D5N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Suffolk

Tragedy at Sea: The 
Sinking of the Titanic
David Long
Discover the astonishing facts about the 
Titanic and how it came to a catastrophic 
end in this illustrated, accessible and riveting 
account of one of history’s most famous 
disasters.

On 10 April 1912, RMS Titanic set sail from 
Southampton on her maiden voyage to New York. 
This “Ship of Dreams” was the largest and most 
luxurious ocean liner in the world. It was claimed she 
was unsinkable. But four days later, when the ship 
struck an iceberg, the loss of Titanic and over 1,500 
passengers would become one of the most infamous 
maritime disasters in history.

In this fact-filled retelling of its construction and 
doomed maiden voyage, David Long brings Titanic’s 
tragic tale to life.

Praise for Survival in Space:

“David Long excels at telling intriguing stories from the past ... this 
book is no exception” INDEPENDENT

“An out-of-this-world journey ... this brilliantly accessible story ... is a 
thrilling read for space fanatics” LANCASHIRE EVENING PRESS 

“Perfect for information-hungry young minds” THAT BOY CAN TEACH, BLOG

David Long is a journalist and author of non-fiction for both adults and 
children. A writer since leaving university, his work has appeared in the Sunday 
Times and London’s Evening Standard. His engaging non-fiction reflects his 
unquenchable thirst for fascinating stories from the past, and in 2017 his book 
Survivors won the Blue Peter Award for the best book with facts.

6 | Little Gems



8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

JAN FEB

Month: Feb | 9781781129548 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8  
B&W | 128pp | B format | BIC code: YFP;YFN;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Somerset

Swan Song
Gill Lewis
Award-winning author Gill Lewis explores the 
redemptive power of nature for struggling 
young people in this touching tale.

Excluded from school, Dylan is forced to move to a 
tiny village in Wales where his grandad lives.

With no Xbox or internet, life is looking pretty bleak, 
but when Grandad takes Dylan out on his boat to see 
the whooper swans, things begin to change.

Out on the water, free from all the pressure he’s been 
under, Dylan begins to feel like himself again. But 
when the swans’ habitat is threatened and tragedy 
strikes at home, can Dylan keep going when it feels 
like everything is slipping out of control again?

Praise for Swan Song:

“Small, taut, but perfectly formed; resonant, melancholy, full of joy and 
the drift of great wingbeats” IMOGEN RUSSELL WILLIAMS

“Its message of the healing power of nature and community is more 
important now than it’s ever been” LOVEREADING4KIDS

“An outstanding novella” THE BOOKSELLER

Gill Lewis worked as a vet in the UK and across the world before becoming the 
acclaimed author of several books for children, including Sky Hawk and Gorilla 
Dawn. Gill’s writing has earned her numerous awards such as the UKLA Children’s 
Book Award and the Little Rebels Award, and several nominations for prestigious 
awards including the CILIP Carnegie Medal.

9781781128749

9781781128282

Month: Jan | Illustrator: Kaja Kajfež | 9781781129005 | £6.99  
8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | B format  
BIC code: YFT;YFD;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Somerset

The Ghost Garden
Emma Carroll
Queen of historical fiction Emma Carroll 
makes her Barrington Stoke debut with a 
powerful, evocative and spine-tingling  
story of childhood on the brink of war.

Summer 1914

When Fran uncovers a bone in the garden of 
Longbarrow House on the same afternoon that Leo 
breaks his leg, it is just the first in a series of strange 
and unsettling coincidences.

Leo is left immobliised for the rest of the summer and 
Fran is roped in to keep him company, forced to listen 
to his foolish theories about the looming threat of 
war in Europe.

Suddenly the garden she has loved all her life seems 
to hold threatening shadows of the future, and Fran 
starts to fear what she and Leo might find next …

Praise for The Ghost Garden:

“Perfect for now but also, if I may predict, built to stand the test of 
time” THE TIMES, CHILDREN’S BOOK OF THE WEEK

“Creepy and compelling” PETER BUNZL

“A gorgeously spooky tale threaded with superstition and written in 
Emma Carroll’s perfectly accessible style” MICHELLE HARRISON

Emma Carroll is the bestselling and award-winning children’s author of Secrets of 
a Sun King, When We Were Warriors and the BAMB Readers Award winner Letters 
from the Lighthouse. She previously worked as a secondary-school English teacher 
and has an MA in Writing for Young People from Bath University.

©
 Red Photography
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Month: Mar | Illustrator: Anneli Bray | 9781781129456  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFT;YFY;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World   
Author location: London

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Ellie Snowdon | 9781781129401  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFP;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Warwickshire

The Animals of Madame 
Malone’s Music Hall
Laura Wood
A cast of creative creatures take centre stage in this 
theatrical Barrington Stoke debut from Blue Peter Book 
Award shortlisted author Laura Wood.

Summer by the seaside isn’t working out as Callie hoped. Instead of 
enjoying sunshine and ice cream, she’s stuck helping Gran’s drama 
group put on a show to save the local theatre. Worst of all, they’ve 
asked her to star in their play. With Callie’s stage fright, there’s not a 
chance that’s happening.

But when she goes exploring backstage, Callie stumbles into an 
altogether different world – another theatre, run by a wise fox and 
her troupe of rather quarrelsome talking animals. Forced to face her 
fears, will Callie be able to put on a good show in the final fight to 
save Madame Malone’s Music Hall?

The Girl with her Head in 
the Clouds: The Amazing 
Life of Dolly Shepherd
Karen McCombie
Pioneering aviatrix Dolly Shepherd comes alive in this 
thrilling reimagining of her death-defying exploits from 
bestelling author Karen McCombie.

When sixteen-year-old Dolly Shepherd is offered the chance to take 
to the sky in a hot-air balloon, there’s no way she’s going to turn it 
down. Even though the pilot actually plans for her to jump out of the 
balloon and plummet back to earth using just a flimsy parachute.

For Dolly, it’s the start of a sensational career. But the life of an 
aeronaut is as dangerous as it is daring, and there will be many 
narrow escapes along the way …

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

MAR MAR

Month: Mar | Illustrator: Elisa Paganelli | 9781781129685 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction |Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format  
BIC code: YFN;YFR;YFP;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: West Yorkshire

The Dog that Saved 
the World (Cup)
Phil Earle
A four-legged hero risks it all to make 
his best friend’s dream come true in this 
touching footballing adventure featuring a 
family facing tough times.

Pickles the dog and his owner Elsie love football 
more than anything. And they’ve just heard the most 
amazing news. The World Cup is coming home to 
England and Elsie’s team have a chance to play in a 
half-time match at Wembley – with some help from 
Pickles, of course!

But life off the pitch is tough, even when Dad works 
hard to provide what they need. It’s their team of 
three against the world and right now it feels like 
they’re losing. So when disaster strikes and Elsie’s 
dreams of playing at Wembley are shattered, it’s up 
to Pickles to save the world (cup) …

A note from the author:

“This book feels like the perfect encapsulation of why I write. I truly 
believe that we are surrounded by stories every day of our lives. We pass 
them on the street, sit next to them on the bus, they hide in newspapers 
and in the pages of history. So I’m thrilled that Barrington Stoke has 
allowed me to mash two real-life happenings into one story.”

Phil Earle was born and raised in Hull. His first job was as a care worker in a 
children’s home. Phil then chose the more sedate life of a bookseller, and now 
works in children’s publishing. He is the author of several award-winning novels 
including Get Me Out of Here, a collaboration with Andy McNab; Being Billy, and 
The Bubble Wrap Boy.

8–12 Fiction | 1110 | 8–12 Fiction



8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Michael Broad | 9781781129340  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | PB | 88pp | B format  
BIC code: YFR;YFS;YFM;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Brighton

Month: Sep | Illustrator: Michael Broad | 9781781129357  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | PB | 88pp | B format  
BIC code: YFR;YFS;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World  
Author location: Brighton

The drama of football and friendship takes to the pitch in 
the next two instalments of this action-packed sporting 
series. 

Offside
Can Dale Juniors win the local football cup for a second time? Scott, 
Danny and Jack think they can!

But when Jack is booted off the team to make room for new boy 
Lee Parker, everything changes. Lee’s a good player. But something’s 
wrong. He isn’t playing to win – and when he gets a red card for a 
dirty foul, it looks as though it’s all over. Can Jack save the day?

Hat-Trick
Danny, Scott, Jack and the rest of the Dale team are gearing up for 
a hat-trick in their last ever town cup competition. But the boys have 
moved to senior school and Danny’s having a rough time. Their new 
coach is a hard, harsh man who has disliked Danny from day one. His 
taunting and teasing has knocked Danny’s confidence and now the 
coach is threatening to boot him off the team. But why has he got it 
in for Danny? And can Danny do something about it before his hat-
trick dream goes up in smoke?

Football Mad
Paul Stewart

APR/SEP APR

9781781129364
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Month: Apr | Cover illustration: Evan Hollingdale | Internal illustration: 
Anneli Bray | 9781781129180 | £6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8  
B&W | 104pp | B format | BIC code: YFHD;YFT;YFN;YFB;5AR   
CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: London

Featherlight
Peter Bunzl
An unusual visitor brings light to the life 
of the lighthouse keeper’s daughter in a 
stunning new adventure from the award-
winning author of the Cogheart series.

When the lighthouse no longer shines, what else has the 
power to guide you to shore? 

Deryn’s father is the lighthouse keeper on 
Featherstone Island, keeping the lantern lit to protect 
passing boats from the treacherous rocky coastline. 
But when an emergency arises and Deryn is left alone 
to keep watch over the lighthouse, she finds herself 
in a terrible situation when the lamp runs out of oil 
during a wild storm.

With a fishing boat in peril on the sea, Deryn has to 
seek help from an unusual source. Will she be able 
to keep the lantern lit through the dark, dangerous 
night?

Praise for Featherlight:

“A gorgeous, heartfelt, hopeful story” EMMA CARROLL

“A beautifully magical adventure ... this is a gorgeous story of strength, 
determination and believing in yourself” KATE HEAP, BLOGGER

“Bunzl takes a story inspired by real women and beautifully entwines 
it with mythology, making it both engrossing and immersive ... simply 
wonderful” ROACHIES REVIEWS, BLOG

Peter Bunzl is an author, filmmaker and animator. Having studied at art and 
film school, Peter had a succesful animation career before becoming a children’s 
writer. His quirky tales of indiviuality, family and humanity, including the 
bestselling Cogheart series, have won many awards. 
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Month: May | Illustrator: Chris Chalik | 9781781129630  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 72pp | B format   
BIC code: YFR;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Liverpool

Month: Apr | Illustrator: Steve May | 9781781129722  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 80pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFM;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Buck ’n’ Bronco Hit the Road
Guy Bass
Where can a mascot go when their theme park is closed 
for good? Join Buck ’n’ Bronco on a whacky, laugh-out-
loud adventure as they search for a new place to call 
home …

Buck ’n’ Bronco are mascots at the Happy Ranch theme park. It’s 
their mission to Bring the Happy™ to your day!

But when Happy Ranch is demolished to make way for a futuristic 
new park, Buck ’n’ Bronco find themselves without a home and 
without a job. They head out on the road, determined to prove 
they’ve still got what it takes.

Can Buck ’n’ Bronco Bring the Happy™ out in the real world, or are 
they doomed to be yesterday’s mascots?

Keeper
Alan Gibbons
A thought-provoking football story accompanied by 
fascinating facts about famous goalies and the history 
of goalkeeping from reluctant-reader favourite Alan 
Gibbons.

New boy Shane Logan has a temper, but he’s also a talented goalie. 
When Peter and his friends invite Shane to join their football team, 
he delivers a star performance in the first match. But Shane’s not the 
only one who makes an impression. Hanging over him like a shadow 
is his dad, Mick, who yells orders and insults from the sidelines. What 
is Mick’s problem? And why does Shane seem afraid of him? The 
more Peter gets to know Shane, the more he worries that something 
is wrong – and that Shane’s not as tough as he seems.

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent
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Month: May | Illustrator: Chris King | 9781781129876 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 120pp | B format  
BIC code: YFG;YFC;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Newcastle

The Beast of 
Harwood Forest
Dan Smith
A school camping trip takes a turn for the 
sinister in this page-turning thriller for fans 
of mysteries and the supernatural.

What’s hiding in Harwood Forest? 

When Pete, Nancy and Krish arrive at Heathland 
Camp for a school trip, they’re in for an adventure 
– just not the kind they were expecting. Nearby sits 
the abandoned Harwood Institute. The crumbling 
buildings are out of bounds but strange screams 
come from the surrounding forest at night. Mystery 
shrouds the events that took place at the institute 
during the war, so Pete and his friends make it their 
mission to find out the truth. But the forest is hiding a 
sinister secret, and the trio could be in real danger … 
Are some mysteries best left undisturbed?

Praise for The Invasion of Crooked Oak:

“A glorious sci-fi story with delightful touches of horror” JENNIFER KILLICK

“Fast-paced and sinister, this compelling science-fiction adventure will 
have readers on the edge of their seats” BOOKTRUST

“A high-octane ecological thriller that would give John Wyndham’s The 
Day of the Triffids a run for its money” LETTERPRESS PROJECT

Dan Smith is the award-winning and bestselling author of books for both children 
and adults. His children’s titles, which include My Friend the Enemy and Boy X, have 
won him numerous accolades including the Coventry Inspiration Book Award, the 
Essex Book Award, and nominations for the Branford Boase Award and the Young 
Quills Award.
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Month: Jun | Illustrator: Hannah Coulson | 9781781129647   
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFS;YFM;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World excl. N. America (Eng.) | Author location: Suffolk

The Small Things
Lisa Thompson
A groundbreaking robot helps friendship 
blossom in this poignant and uplifting novella 
from bestseller Lisa Thompson, inspired by a 
true story.

Anna’s anxious when she’s picked to befriend the new 
girl in her class. For a start, Ellie is ill and can’t come 
to school herself. So Anna has to communicate with 
her through a new kind of robot. But Anna is also 
worried that her life’s too small and boring to be of 
interest to her new friend. Compared to the other 
girls, she doesn’t have anything exciting to talk about 
and so when Ellie asks her a question, a little white lie 
pops out. Then another and another. When Ellie finds 
out the truth, can their friendship survive …?

Praise for Lisa Thompson:

“Everything I’ve come to expect from Lisa’s gorgeous writing. Full of 
warmth and hope” MICHELLE HARRISON ON THE HOUSE OF CLOUDS

“A clever, thought-provoking story”  

EMMA CAROLL ON OWEN AND THE SOLDIER

“Brief, super-readable and poignant … This slim, focused story packs 
considerable punch” GUARDIAN ON OWEN AND THE SOLDIER

Lisa Thompson is a children’s novelist and the author of the bestselling The 
Goldfish Boy and The Light Jar. The Goldfish Boy was a Waterstones Children’s 
Book of the Month and was nominated for the Carnegie Medal, the Branford 
Boase Award and the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize. 

©
 Nick Ilott Photography
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Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent
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Month: May | Illustrator: Tom Clohosy Cole | 9781781129715 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 208pp | B format  
BIC code: YFCW;YFT;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: Halifax

Arctic Star
Tom Palmer
Multi-award-winning author Tom Palmer 
returns with a thrilling naval adventure 
inspired by the incredible history of the 
Second World War Arctic convoys.

Winter 1943. Teenagers Frank, Joseph and Stephen 
are Royal Navy recruits on their first mission at 
sea during the Second World War. Their ship is 
part of an Arctic Convoy sailing to Russia to deliver 
supplies to the Soviets. The convoys have to navigate 
treacherous waters, sailing through a narrow channel 
between the Arctic ice pack and German bases on 
the Norwegian coast. Faced with terrifying enemy 
attacks from both air and sea, as well as life-
threatening cold and storms, will all three boys make 
it home again?

Praise for After the War:

“The best children’s fiction book I’ve yet read about the Holocaust”  

TIM ROBERTSON, CEO ANNE FRANK TRUST UK

“Tom Palmer cements his place as one of the very finest historical 
storytellers for children” PHIL EARLE

“A moving and thought-provoking read” THE NATIONAL HOLOCAUST CENTRE

Tom Palmer was a reluctant reader as a child and credits articles about football 
with getting him into reading. He is now the multi-award-winning author of 
several books for young readers including the acclaimed reboot of the Roy of the 
Rovers series and the FCBG Children’s Book Award winner D-Day Dog. In 2019 
Tom was awarded the National Literacy Trust’s Ruth Rendell Award in recognition 
of his significant contribution to literacy work in the UK.

8–12 Fiction | 1716 | 8–12 Fiction



Month: Jul | Illustrator: Oriol Vidal | 9781781129821  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 120pp | B format   
BIC code: YFC;YXZG;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Aylesbury

Month: Jun | Illustrator: Gareth Conway | 9781781129654  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 64pp | B format   
BIC code: YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Durham

Be Nice to Aunt Emma
Anne Fine
Kindness is key in this funny new family drama from 
perennial bestseller and award-winning author Anne Fine.

There are many reasons why Tansy dreads Aunt Emma coming to 
visit. She’s rude, she’s boring, and Tansy has to give up her room 
so Aunt Emma can sleep there. And every year Dad makes Tansy 
promise to be nice – even when Aunt Emma is awful. But this year, 
when Tansy is left alone with Aunt Emma, she decides she’s going to 
be the nicest she’s ever been – so sickly sweet that it’ll drive Aunt 
Emma crazy! Let the games begin …

Welcome to Trashland
Steve Cole
A search for treasure reveals the toxic consequences 
of modern life in this thrilling adventure set against the 
backdrop of the world’s largest e-waste dump.

Theo lives in Agbogbloshie in Ghana, a vast dumping ground for 
broken electronics. He searches the trash for metal scraps to sell for 
cash, and dreams of going to school and escaping this harsh life. So 
when Emmanuel turns up with talk of buried treasure, Theo sees a 
chance to get out of Trashland. But Emmanuel draws the attention of 
a local gang, and Theo realises his new friend is keeping dangerous 
secrets ...

Month: Jul | Illustrator: Elisa Paganelli | 9781781129623   
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format  
BIC code: YFN;YXHB;YFB;YFM;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World excl. N. America (Eng.) | Author location: London

The Great (Food) 
Bank Heist
Onjali Q. Raúf
Written with great empathy and Raúf’s 
trademark humour, this moving story gives a 
child’s-eye view of the increasing problem of 
food poverty.

When Mum’s money runs out at the end of the 
month, Nelson, Ashley and Mum have to head out to 
the bank. But not just any old bank – the food bank. 
With packets and tins stacked from floor to ceiling, 
Nelson thinks it’s the best kind of bank there is. But 
when supplies start to dwindle, it seems there’s a 
thief in town. As his family and others grow hungrier 
than ever, Nelson decides that he needs to find out 
what’s going on. Can he and his friends solve the 
mystery and catch the bank robber?

Praise for Onjali Q. Raúf:

“Raúf writes thought-provoking books that tackle the issues of 
today” BOOKTRUST

“I don’t think Raúf has put a foot wrong so far with her novels to 
date” LOVEREADING4KIDS

Onjali Q. Raúf is the bestselling author of The Star Outside My Window, The 
Night Bus Hero and the Blue Peter Book Award and Waterstones Children’s 
Book Prize winner The Boy at the Back of the Class. As well as writing children’s 
books, Onjali is the founder of Making Herstory, an organisation helping to 
tackle the abuse and trafficking of women and girls in the UK and beyond. 
She is also the founder of O’s Refugee Aid Team, which works to aid frontline 
refugee response teams in France, Greece and beyond.
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Month: Aug | Illustrator: Lee Cosgrove | 9781781129586  
£6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp  
B format | BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: C3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Month: Jul | Illustrator: Rachael Dean | 9781781129425  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 96pp | B format   
BIC code: YFY;YXPB;YXP;YFT;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Leicester

Month: Aug | Illustrator: Katy Halford | 9781800900189  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFP;YFS;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Edinburgh

The Royal Rebel: The Life of 
Suffragette Princess Sophia 
Duleep Singh
Bali Rai
Rebel, princess, suffragette: this is the incredible true 
story of the life of Princess Sophia Duleep Singh, a 
forgotten heroine of the early twentieth century.

Born in 1876, Princess Sophia Duleep Singh was the daughter of the 
last Sikh ruler of the Punjab, and goddaughter of Queen Victoria. 
After her father was exiled to England, Sophia had a privileged but 
troubled upbringing that left her unsure about where she belonged – 
in India or England. Sensitive to injustice, she became an suffragette 
and fought hard to win the vote for women. This is the extraordinary 
story of her life.

Noodle the Doodle Steals 
the Show
Jonathan Meres
Mayhem abound as Noodle joins the new kid in class for 
the school talent show in this adorable canine comedy.

There’s another new arrival at Wigley Primary. At first Samir finds 
it hard to settle in, but with a bit of help from Noodle the doodle, he 
starts to feel at home. When the class decide to put on a talent show to 
raise money for charity, Samir can’t decide what to do – until his new 
best buddy Noodle gives him an amazing idea. Can the children in the 
class prove that Wigley’s got talent … or will Noodle steal the show?

“There’s a very high level of cuteness in  
this book ... young readers will very much  
enjoy sharing Noodle’s adventures”  

LOVEREADING4KIDS

Granny’s Little Monsters
Karen McCombie
Granny’s hunt for the perfect pet brings some unexpected 
results in this goofy adventure of family, mudlarking and 
mayhem.

Zac and Essie have been helping their Granny Mo in her search for the 
perfect pet. She’s tried everything from cats to axolotls and just can’t 
find the right one. But when the trio go mudlarking in the river bank, 
they find a creature unlike anything else ... Granny Mo might have set 
out looking for a pet but now she’s got a monster on her hands, and 
it’s about to get up to some mischief!

9781781129531

Month: Aug | Illustrator: Tom McLaughlin | 9781800900363 
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World (Eng.) | Author location: Exeter

Goodfellows
Tom McLaughlin
A case of mistaken identity leads to unintentional criminal 
activity when a dream family holiday goes terribly wrong 
in this punny comedy caper.

The prim and perfect Goodfellow family have won the holiday of 
a lifetime to the Big Apple. Meanwhile, in New York, crime boss 
Big T has hired some gangsters – goodfellas – to steal a batch of 
diamonds. So when the Goodfellows touch down in New York and 
overhear a man in the airport waiting for some goodfellas, the family 
innocently assume he’s there to pick them up. The Goodfellows are in 
for a holiday they’ll never forget …

“Another hilarious tale with a political,  
satirical twist” BIG ISSUE NORTH

9781781129395
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Month: Sep | Illustrator: Chris Priestley | 9781781129838  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFD;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Cambridge

Freeze
Chris Priestley
Award-winning master of scary stories Chris Priestley 
returns with a spine-tingling collection of ghostly tales to 
chill you to the bone.

When Maya and her classmates are asked to write winter-themed 
creepy stories, their ideas are brilliant. Rising floodwaters uncover 
long-buried bodies and ghostly children take to the ice on a frozen 
canal. But as each story is read out in class, Maya grows more 
uncomfortable. They all feel too real. Finally, when a mysterious 
new girl stands up to read the last story, the light outside dims and 
it starts to snow. The classroom begins to freeze but everyone is 
trapped. Can Maya stop the story before the nightmare comes true?

“Delightfully chilling ... Chris Priestley is the  
M.R. James of children’s literature THE TIMES

9781781128947
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Month: Sep | Illustrator: Natalie Smillie | 9781781129814   
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 112pp | B format  
BIC code: YFG;YFC;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: Sussex

The Puffin Portal
Vashti Hardy
Award-winning author Vashti Hardy returns 
to Moreland and the thrilling lives of the 
Griffin family for a mystery-led steampunk 
adventure in a world like no other.

Grace’s family are wardens of the Griffin Map, 
using its teleport technology to fight crime across 
Moreland.

Right now it’s all systems go at Griffin HQ, where 
Grace, her mum and her brother have their hands full 
answering calls for help every day. They could really 
do with another warden on the team – but Mum 
believes their important work should be kept inside 
the family.

Meanwhile, Grace is investigating a series of puzzling 
petty thefts. The clues lead her to a ramshackle castle 
on a lonely island, where the mystery only deepens. 
Will Grace be able to track down the thief?

Praise for The Griffin Gate:

“An action-packed tale which readers will race through” SCOTSMAN

“Exactly what you’d expect from a Hardy book, with its clever heroine, 
fascinating use of science and tech, engaging mystery and wonderful 
focus on family, justice and fairness” SINEAD O’HART

“A TARDIS of a book. A shorter length but still bigger on the inside. 
Hardy’s imagination has no bounds” CHRIS SOUL, BLOGGER

Vashti Hardy was a primary school teacher for several years and has always 
had a keen interest in children’s writing, leading to her MA in Creative Writing 
from the University of Chichester. Vashti is an alumni member and writing 
buddy of The Golden Egg Academy, and her books Brightstorm and the award-
winning Wildspark are critically acclaimed.

9781781129432

Month: Sep | Illustrator: Mark Beech | 9781781129616  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 88pp | B format   
BIC code: YFQ;YFS;YFZV;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79  
Rights: World | Author location: London

Tripwrecked: Tempest 
Terror!
Ross Montgomery
Only a sensible, level head can save the day when 
disaster strikes on a school trip in this hilariously slapstick 
introduction to Shakespeare’s The Tempest.

Frank and his drama club are off on a dream school trip to perform The 
Tempest at a festival. But it turns into a nightmare when their ferry is 
hit by a terrible storm! Half of the actors wash up on a sandy shore 
and they can’t believe their eyes. Is this a desert island? Why is there 
strange music coming from the forest? Where are the rest of the cast? 
To Frank, it all sounds strangely like the plot of The Tempest and he 
hasn’t got a clue how they’re going to get out of this mess. One thing’s 
for sure ... they’ve been tripwrecked!

“A brilliant illustrated caper that will have  
youngsters giggling all the way to the final 
curtain” LANCASHIRE EVENING POST 

9781781129210
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9781781129319

Boing Boing
Alexander McCall Smith
Jane has always been just a little bit different – she has springs in her knees! She 
wins all the high-jump competitions and can reach the top book shelf, and if anyone 
stares too hard she just bounces right over them! But after a terrible flood the town 
needs her help – can her springs save the day?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Zoe Persico | 9781800900769 | £5.99 | Acorns | Reading Age 6 | Colour | PB | 32pp | B format  
BIC code: YF 5AR;YFN;YFQ | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World

Gawain Greytail and the Terrible Tab
Cornelia Funke
Sir Tristan and his cat Terrible Tab have decimated the mouse population of Raven 
Castle. Can the last survivors defeat the ferocious feline with the help of some 
homemade armour and a heroic mouse knight?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Mónica Armiño | 9781800900776 | £5.99 | Acorns | Reading Age 6 | Colour | PB | 32pp | B format  
BIC code: YF 5AR;YFH;YFC;YFP | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: UK & Comm. (Eng.)

Mad in the Back
Michael Rosen
Two siblings drive their mother to distraction on the car journey from hell, while 
Mum tries every trick in the book to get them to behave. All together now: “Are we 
nearly there yet …?”

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Richard Watson | 9781800900783 | £5.99 | Acorns | Reading Age 6 | Colour | PB | 32pp | B format  
BIC code: YF 5AR;YFN;YFQ | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World

Molly Rogers, Pirate Girl
Cornelia Funke
Ferocious Captain Firebeard and the crew of the Horrible Haddock rule the high seas. 
But the dastardly pirates meet their match when they kidnap a small, feisty girl 
called Molly. Molly knows the real pirate to fear is her own mum, and she won’t be 
pleased to find her daughter kidnapped!

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Kasia Matyjaszek | 9781800900790 | £5.99 | Acorns | Reading Age 6 | Colour| PB | 32pp | B format  
BIC code: YF 5AR;YFC;YFN;YFQ | CBMC code: C3N79 | Rights: World (Eng.)

ACORN READERS

Top-class authors bring brilliant stories with a 
reading age of 6 to the severely struggling reader

8–12 FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly fiction 
by the cream of UK writing talent

Month: Sep | Illustrator: Sara Ogilvie | 9781800900233  
£6.99 | 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 8 | B&W | 104pp | B format  
BIC code: YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World 
Author location: London

Blossom
Laura Dockrill
Multi-talented and acclaimed author Laura 
Dockrill returns with another heartfelt and 
completely unique take on family life in this 
stunning tale of change and growth.

Blossom has grown up surrounded by the beautiful 
plants and flowers from her family’s market stall. 
The stall was started by her grandparents, Tutu and 
Pops, and passed on to Blossom’s parents after their 
death. It’s a magical place where customers come to 
find flowers for all occasions: from celebrating love to 
offering comfort in times of sorrow. But now the stall 
is at risk, with tension rising as Blossom’s parents 
argue about the future. Can Blossom call on the 
lessons she learned from Tutu and find a way to cope 
with the dramatic changes that are happening around 
her. And can she save the flower stall?

Praise for Sequin and Stitch:

“A story to delight all; an excellent, enjoyable, accessible experience” BOOKS FOR KEEPS

“A poignant, touching story … full of [Dockrill’s] trademark quirky voice and brilliant ability to 
depict the minds of kids” BOOKTRUST

“A story that readers will absolutely love, with a twist that they’ll want to return to again and 
again” LOVEREADING4KIDS

Laura Dockrill is an author, illustrator and performance poet. She is the author of Carnegie Medal nominated 
YA novel Lorali and the Darcy Burdock series for younger readers, which was shortlisted for the Waterstones 
Children’s Book Prize. Laura grew up in Brixton and still lives in London.
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NEW EDITIONS – NOW RA7NEW EDITIONS – NOW RA7JAN/JUL

The Genius Aged 8 1/4
Jeremy Strong
A boy genius keeps some hapless adults in hand in the brand-new 
4u2read edition of this hilarious tale from a master of comic writing.

Silly parents, silly teachers and a very silly Prime Minister! Alfie Popple (real 
name Squeaky Squawker Redface Slurpbottom) has got his work cut out dealing 
with a set of very silly adults. Can Alfie get the town of Underpants – and the 
rest of the country – sorted out? 

Month: Jan | Illustrator: Jamie Smith | 9781781129470 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W| 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Wiltshire

Sterling and the Canary
Andy Stanton
A brand-new lowered reading age edition of a laugh-out-loud tale 
from the bestselling author of the Mr Gum series.

Sterling Thaxton is in love. In love with Lizzie Harris – the beautiful new girl. 
Her hair is the colour of magic. Her nose is as sweet as music. Her arms are 
as slender as rainbows. Problem is, she’s not interested. Luckily a small yellow 
canary turns up with some excellent advice.

Month: Jul | Illustrator: Ross Collins | 9781800900455 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFM;YFS;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author Location: London

The Story of Matthew Buzzington
Andy Stanton
A brand-new lowered reading age edition of this riotous, laugh-out-
loud adventure from the bestselling author of the Mr Gum series.

Matthew Buzzington has a superpower – he can turn into a fly! It’s just that it 
hasn’t happened yet, which is pretty bad timing really because there are robbers 
and flying pineapples out to get him. Can he make his superpower work?

Month: Jul | Illustrator: Ross Collins | 9781800900462 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World | Author Location: London

Anna Liza and the Happy Practice
Eoin Colfer
A thoughtful and playful story of empathy and kindness now in a 
standard paperback format for middle-grade readers.

Anna Liza likes to help cheer up her mother’s psychiatric patients with her 17 
top knock-knock jokes and cheerful songs, but when she meets Edward, she hits 
a brick wall. Edward’s dad is so sad since his mum left; he says his life isn’t going 
anywhere any more. Anna Liza has a plan to get him on the move again, if only 
she can manage to evade her mother’s attention long enough ... 

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Matt Robertson | 9781800900523 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: D3N79 | Rights: World (Eng.) | Author location: Dublin

Blamehounds
Ross Collins
A wickedly clever and hilarious tale from a superstar author–illustrator, 
now in a standard paperback format for middle-grade readers.

Whenever there’s a pong, poo or puddle that can’t be explained, Norman and 
Ringo are the hounds that take the blame. Determined to exploit their status for 
profit, Blamehounds Inc. is soon in business and small dogs the world over are 
admitting responsibility for accidents, eruptions and even the occasional war …

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Ross Collins | 9781800900530 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFP;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: C3N79 Rights: World | Author Location: Glasgow

Cheesemares
Ross Collins
A hilarious nightmare-fuelled tale from a superstar author–illustrator, 
now in a standard paperback format for middle-grade readers.

Hal is convinced there’s a connection between his favourite cheesy snacks and 
the horrible nightmares he keeps having. So he sets off on a mission with Rufus 
the dog to solve his cheesemares once and for all. But will he ever escape from 
the horror he faces in The Evil House of Cheese, and is he really tough enough to 
take on the evil cows?

Month: Oct | Illustrator: Ross Collins | 9781800900547 | £6.99 | 4U2READ 8–12 Fiction | Reading age 7 | B&W | 64pp | B format  
BIC code: YFQ;YFN;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: C3N79 Rights: World | Author Location: Glasgow
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Month: Feb | 9781781129593 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8 
PB | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YFG;YFM;YFC;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: West Midlands

Month: Jan | 9781781129494 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction  
Reading age 8 | PB | 144pp | B format   
BIC code: YFM;YFQ;YFS;YFB;5AR | CBMC code: E3N79   
Rights: World (Eng.) | Author location: London

The Humiliations of  
Welton Blake
Alex Wheatle
Hilarity follows disaster in this sharp-witted tale of the 
trials of pre-teen life from award-winning and critically 
acclaimed Crongton author Alex Wheatle.

Welton Blake has done it – he’s asked out Carmella McKenzie, the 
best-looking girl in school, and she’s only gone and said yes!

But just as he thinks his luck, and life, is starting to change, Welton’s 
phone breaks, kickstarting a series of unfortunate and humiliating 
events. Life for Welton is about to go very, very wrong …

“This book is a blast of fresh air and will  
appeal to all types of teenagers” BOOKTRUST

The Deep-Sea Duke
Lauren James
Lauren James dives into a strange new world with a truly 
imaginative look at the climate crisis in this breathtaking 
companion to The Starlight Watchmaker.

When Hugo and Ada visit their friend Dorian’s planet, they find that 
Hydrox has been overrun by refugee butterflies. Displaced from their 
home by climate change, they have been offered sanctuary by Dorian’s 
parents, but space is running out. Meanwhile, beneath the seas, a 
strange creature is wreaking havoc ... Can Hugo, Dorian and Ada step 
in before the crisis gets out of control?

“Entertaining and thought-provoking”  

BOOKS FOR KEEPS

9781781128091
9781781128954

Month: Jul | 9781781129807 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8  
PB | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YFN;YXFF;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: West Sussex

Month: Mar | 9781781129555 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8 
| PB | 136pp | B format | BIC code: YFT;YFB;YFY;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: UK & Comm., excl. CA (Eng.)  
Author location: Perth, Scotland

The Last Hawk
Elizabeth Wein
Critically acclaimed Elizabeth Wein returns with a 
thrilling, female-led aviation adventure set against the 
backdrop of Hitler’s Germany and the last days of the 
Nazi regime.

Nazi Germany is a dangerous place for a girl with a stammer, but 
when Ingrid soars through the skies in her beloved glider planes, she 
feels safe and free. It’s a dream come true when her hero, daring test 
pilot Hanna Reitsch, invites Ingrid on a propaganda tour. But through 
her work with Hanna, Ingrid learns some dangerous truths about the 
Nazi regime. When everything is at stake, Ingrid must decide where 
her loyalties lie.

Know My Place
Eve Ainsworth
A teenager’s longing for family and a place to call home 
is poignantly portrayed in this heartfelt and ultimately 
uplifting story of life in the foster-care system. 

After her long-term foster placement breaks down, Amy feels 
hopeless and alone. Sent to another family, she’s sure things will 
go wrong again. In the Dawsons’ pristine home, Amy feels like an 
outsider – until she realises the family are patient and kind, and they 
really seem to want her there. But can she truly trust them or will 
she be betrayed again?

9781781128961
9781781129111

9781781128312
9781781128671
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Month: Aug | 9781781129999 | £7.99 | Teen Fiction | Reading age 8  
PB | 120pp | B format | BIC code: YFN;YFM;YFU;YFB;5AR  
CBMC code: E3N79 | Rights: World | Author location: Vienna

The Climbers
Keith Gray
Heralding his outstanding return to young 
adult fiction, Keith Gray captures the subtle 
agonies of teen life in this compelling, 
bittersweet tale of rivalry and friendship.

Sully is the best climber in the village. He can scale 
Twisted Sister’s tangled branches and clamber 
up Double Trunker with ease. But when new kid 
Nottingham shows up and astonishes everyone with 
his climbing skills, Sully’s status is under threat and 
there’s only one way to prove who’s best. Sully and 
Nottingham must race to climb the last unnamed 
tree. Whoever makes it to the top will become a 
legend. But something spiteful and ugly has reared its 
head in Sully ... Is it worth losing everything just to 
reach the top?

Praise for Keith Gray:

“One can’t help thinking that if there were more writers like Keith 
Gray, more teenagers would read” GLASGOW HERALD

“Keith Gray is an exceptional writer for teens … Funny, page-turning 
and profound” SUNDAY TIMES

“An outstanding writer for teenagers” SCOTTISH BOOK TRUST

As a child Keith Gray found reading a chore, and credits Robert Westall’s 
The Machine Gunners with awakening his love of reading and, later, writing. 
His debut, Creepers, was published when he was only 24 and was shortlisted 
for the Guardian Fiction Prize. Since then his books have either won or been 
shortlisted for awards all over the world. In the UK his bestselling novel Ostrich 
Boys was shortlisted for the prestigious CILIP Carnegie Medal and the Costa 
Children’s Book Award.

DYSLEXIA-FRIENDLY CLASSICS

Unabridged classics beautifully packaged in a super-readable  
format more readers can access and enjoy

TEEN FICTION

Super-readable, dyslexia-friendly short novels 
by the cream of UK writing talent
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Praise for Animal Farm:

“A delightfully humorous and caustic satire on the rule of the many 
by the few” GUARDIAN

“George Orwell’s dystopian classic Animal Farm is the nation’s 
favourite” INDEPENDENT

George Orwell was born Eric Arthur Blair in India in 1903. He was educated 
in England and spent the early years of his writing career in Paris. He 
became known as an essayist with the likes of Down and Out in London and 
Paris, before his first novel was published in 1934. Orwell was a respected 
journalist and critic, working for various magazines and the BBC, before 
writing his bestselling novella Animal Farm in 1945. It made Orwell’s name 
and ensured his literary legacy. He died in 1950.

Animal Farm
George Orwell
Orwell’s powerfully unnerving and enduring 
allegory of oppression and rebellion brought 
to life for a new generation of readers in a 
stunning dyslexia-friendly edition.

All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal 
than others …

The animals of Manor Farm live hard, miserable lives 
under their master, the cruel Mr Jones. But when his 
drunken neglect becomes too much to bear, they rise 
up and claim the farm as their own.

The plan is to create a new community where all 
animals can be equal, free and happy, but things 
soon go horribly wrong. A sinister group betray the 
ideals of the Rebellion and it seems that one terrible 
bully has been replaced with others who may be even 
worse …

Dyslexia-friendly Classics | 3130 | Teen Fiction



WAYS TO GET IN TOUCH
Barrington Stoke
18 Walker Street 
Edinburgh
EH3 7LP
 
T: 0131 225 4113
www.barringtonstoke.co.uk 

GENERAL ENQUIRIES:
admin@barringtonstoke.co.uk

BOOKSHOPS, LIBRARIES AND TRADE:
sales@barringtonstoke.co.uk  

SCHOOL SALES:
schools@barringtonstoke.co.uk

PRESS AND EVENTS:
press@barringtonstoke.co.uk

RIGHTS:
rights@barringtonstoke.co.uk

POS AND MARKETING ENQUIRIES:
marketing@barringtonstoke.co.uk

TRADE ORDERS TO GRANTHAM  
BOOK SERVICES:
Grantham Book Services 
Trent Road 
Grantham 
Lincolnshire NG31 7XQ 
01476 541 080
orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

PRAISE FOR BARRINGTON STOKE
“I have always admired the team at 

Barrington Stoke, their passion for stories 
and for making stories accessible”  

SIR MICHAEL MORPURGO

“Outstanding” THE TIMES

“Barrington Stoke publishes short books from 
top-notch authors ... [with] a type so clean 

you could eat a currant bun off it” THE TIMES

“No other publisher can match this 
combination of design brilliance, editorial 

expertise, and authorial distinction”  
ANTHONY McGOWAN

“You have given my children one of the most 
special gifts ever: To read!” PARENT

“Well done, Barrington Stoke. Without your 
books we would not have so many keen and 

enthusiastic readers” LIBRARIAN

“Since being introduced to your range of 
books he is reading with enjoyment for the 

first time in his life” PARENT

“One of the most important  
publishers ever – have enabled  

so many readers” TEACHER

@BarringtonStoke @BarringtonStoke www.barringtonstoke.co.uk
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